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It is difficult to accept aether energy as a reality, to experiment and play with aether energies if
one does not have the ability to sense it or to detect it or to measure it to some degree. This
article intends to provide those interested with this ability. Ignorance of the aether will
undermine any efforts to understand the universe, in particular gravity and the life force, but
would also undermine a true understanding of electricity and magnetism.
My purpose in writing this article is to make you aware that the aether not only exists, it can
be sensed, measured (although there is as yet no agreed upon unit of aether), or at least
somewhat quantified. Many of you are aware of some of the negative consequences of trying
to deliver a greener energy solution for the people of the planet. So am I. There are some
profound technologies that have died with their inventors and have been lost to us all. Others
believe, like myself, that some inventors have even been killed to prevent their technology
from getting out.
I am an inventor and, because I believe important discoveries in the fields of free energy and
gravity have systematically been arrested and erased, have worked in secret for over 40
years. However, I am now getting older and care about preserving the few profound things I
have discovered and developed. I wrote this article as one of my failsafe mechanisms. In
this case a “failsafe mechanism” is a way to preserve information discovered and developed
to a certain point and deemed important enough to warrant preservation through public
dissemination. An inventor in possession of any kind of breakthrough technology should
always maintain a method of preserving that knowledge for others to follow in the event of the
inventor's untimely passing or incapacitation. Some discoveries are too important for a
community to lose (again and again in some cases).
In April of 2005 I discovered an amazing method of detecting aether energy. I call it amazing
because of its effectiveness, simplicity to set up and to use. The energy detected, however,
may instead be orgone energy, the zero point energy, the quantum field energy, animal
magnetism, odic force, elan vital, ki, qi, ku, chi, vril or prana if those energies are found to be
different from aether energy. At any rate, I will use the term “aether” in the remainder of this
article to give this energy a common reference term. After all, it is merely a label.
Your purpose in using this simple aether sensor might be because you are a free energy
inventor and want to see where, in your apparatus, your energy is manifesting from, maybe
even use it to tweak up your free energy output stage; maybe you are trying to charge a new
Joe Cell with aether energy and want to know if your water is “charging” before placing it into
service or if the type of natural water used is working (try using carbonated water); or maybe
you are interested in actually sensing where those natural energy grid points are on the planet
yourself like Stonehenge or the pyramid complex at Giza (kind of like a storm chaser – a phi
grid-point chaser?); or maybe you are interested in how aether turns into electricity,
magnetism, the life force and maybe even gravity; or maybe you want to see which shape,
medium material or artifact collects, amplifies or distributes aether energy best; maybe you
are testing the efficiencies and capacity of a newly built orgone energy accumulator or
orgonite design; maybe you are interested in finding a brain interface or play with

psychokinesis or how the aether energy can effect your own ESP or biological life-form
energy (perhaps find a new energy medicine); or to simply detect the aether coming from any
spiral shaped weather systems like I describe here, etcetera. I hope you every success and
encourage you to share your data with others in your chosen community. Hopefully others
might join in the fun of re-inventing our life on tired old planet Earth and learn some profound
things in the process.
I am not going to try to justify or argue physics theories here except to state that the infamous
Michelson-Morley experiment failed because they designed their entire experiment with the
assumption that the aether is stationary. The aether moves. I accept aether as a reality (I
already know that it is because I have been monitoring this sensor for years along with other
apparatus). This aether sensor is simply too easy to implement, as you will soon see, rather
than waste time arguing about it. I am sure there will be issues that surface after this article
sees the light of day. Please build the apparatus first, observe it until an arm of a spiral storm
passes overhead, watch it as it displays uncommon changes and then returns to normal
before offering up your experience with it – negative or positive. A spiral storm (or vortex
shaped, or helical shape) is the largest concentration of natural free aether energy that I have
sensed so far.
How I believe that the aether sensor actually works is as follows. The aether can move
through anything. Some things are better conductors (like copper and gold are good
conductors of electricity and iron and nickel are good conductors of magnetism), attractors, or
resistors than others to the aether. The aether likewise affects the behavior of some of the
things it comes into contact with (like electricity, magnetism and light does). The aether
affects the pressure in the air-water barometer differently than it affects the pressure in the
CO2-water barometer. Because of this, the pressure differential between these two
barometers becomes an indicator of the amount of local aether energy present.
Shape of the material structure and the materials used as a medium can be themselves
energy modifiers to aether energies. So is the kind of substance you employ such as carbon
dioxide (CO2), common air and water. Water, itself is a special material to aether energy.
The spiral circulation of water can cause it to attract aether like an antenna, collect and store
it too. Glass is a good container/reflector and relates to the optical properties of aether. Many
of aether behaviors and dynamics are similar to those stated in some good orgone energy
resources available on the internet.
I didn't actually set out to discover aether energy when I put the apparatus together for the
very first time. I was looking for a gravitational component that I believed existed in
hurricanes. I reasoned that since centripetal force is evident perhaps gravity is an associated
component as well. So, I wondered how this force could be generated in a hurricane. So, I
imagined the hurricane acting in part like a large centrifuge separating out the gases into
layers somewhat like an onion. I happened to think (because I believe that the life force and
gravity are fundamental forces that manifest from aether and because CO2 is prevalent in all
life forms) CO2 as a hurricane component might modify aether into a gravitational force.
Perhaps the CO2 molecules were reactive with air molecules (motion possibly altering the
spaces between molecular components) causing a cumulative Casimir-like force to manifest,
that might cause a centripetal or even a gravitational effect. Flawed or not, this was my
reasoning at the time (April, 2005).

So the following is what I did to test that hypothesis. I separated the components (CO2 and
air) into two storm glasses. Storm glasses are ancient air and water filled barometers open to
the atmosphere. I placed them side by side with their stems adjacent to one another so the
water levels could easily be compared at a glance. The position and differential of the two
water levels in the stems of the storm glasses constitutes an aether gauge. Not knowing what
would manifest or even specifically what to look for, I observed them over time. Eventually,
(about six weeks) when the levels did reverse positions and the differential of the levels grew I
started looking for the trigger for this odd behavior. Over time I eventually realized that the
trigger was a spiral storm, more specifically, the abundant free aether collected in a spiral
storm.
So, the following is, in some detail, how I made this sensor. I purchased two storm glasses
like the ones in the photo. I put air and water in one storm glass that I marked with a
permanent marker as “AIR” and put CO2 and water in the other storm glass that I marked
with a permanent marker as “CO2”. The air and water was basically made from tap water. I
purchased a 2 liter bottle of carbonated water (also called sparkling water) from the local
grocery store. The CO2 and water was simply made by filling the storm glass by using
carbonated water in place of the tap water. I had to add a little more carbonated water to the
CO2 storm glass because it purges some pressurized water up the stem and spills over while
the CO2 storm glass barometer stabilizes (settles down to the point that no more bubbles
remain coming from the carbonated water). It would be better if, after stabilization, the water
levels were roughly the same but this is not absolutely necessary. I then placed the two
prepared storm glasses where they wouldn't be disturbed by anyone with their stems adjacent
to one another. Aether goes through everything so it shouldn't matter if it is in a corner or in a
basement or an attic or wherever. Avoid situations where one is at a different temperature
than the other as a local heat source may affect the pressures and give inaccurate behaviors.
Over the years mine has been subjected always to normal living conditions and has always
worked reasonably well. I have found also that as time goes by, the better it works. I have
run mine for over a year at a time. It is an open system so will still give a reasonable
response even if you lose an inch (2 cm) or more of water in the sphere part of the storm
glasses (from an initial level in the sphere part of the barometers of about the half way). You
can refill them as often as you think that you need or want to though.

You do have to “season” the storm glasses before it will give good results. “Seasoning”
entails merely waiting until the two barometers (after both are stable) experience both a high
and a low atmospheric pressure cycle. It will be ready to sense the aether after this
seasoning period. It is better if you make the levels even (in the stems) during this seasoning
process by adding water to the stem of the lower level barometer. Also, it is important that the
stem water levels not get so low as to allow air into the base of the sphere.
So here is what you should see. After the CO2 stabilizes both individually perform as bonafide barometers (because that is their prime function). What you do is monitor the water
levels in the stems and compare the water levels there against one another. You will notice
that one will follow the other fairly consistently. I suppose if one gets the levels bang-on
initially, they could be even after stabilization but mine was never dead-even during the
majority of the time. This differential of stem levels is how you gauge the aether energies
present after the water levels are seen to reverse their positions in the stems. When these
levels reverse their positions, that indicates that higher than normal aether energies are
present by the amount as indicated by their distance apart. I have found that certain spiral
based energetic shapes (such as spiral shaped storms – the ones with arms -or even a single
arm- like a spiral shaped galaxy) cause this peculiar behavior in the storm glasses.
I should also mention one other natural incident that caused this behavior in the storm
glasses (the reversal of stem water levels). The only thing that was spiral shaped during the

6 or 7 days that the storm glasses displayed this behavior then was a spiral alignment
involving the planets and sun. Their positions for the 6 or 7 days formed a spiral as depicted
by the orrery software I was using at the time.
I live on Vancouver Island off the coast of BC, Canada. Here we have some spiral
(technically vortex shaped) type storms like that from the Pacific ocean sometimes and over
the years I was able to observe the sensor (storm glasses) in action and learn its behavior
fairly well while also using it to experiment with (to detect aether energies from any aether
energy generating devices that I tested). I have since built other sensors based on this
differential of storm glass pressures complete with logging and graphing capabilities. I used
micro-controllers and home-made software to monitor these modified storm glass vessels
before I realized that there was an off-the-shelf solution that one could buy instead of going
through the painstaking path of building your own. That off-the-shelf solution discovered was
in buying a “differential manometer” with dual inputs and logging capabilities. If you go this
route, you need to access the sphere atmosphere in the storm glass (a somewhat tricky thing
to do). You only need one storm glass to access the CO2 atmosphere because the
differential manometer supplies the “normal” air pressure reading just by leaving one gas
input open to the air. I ended up making my own storm glasses out of an inverted roundbottom flask with a two hole stopper to allow the passage of a stem and of a pressure
sampling tube that I attached to one side of the differential manometer. If you want to buy a
differential manometer, make sure it can read 15 psi (pounds per square inch) as standard air
pressure is about 15 psi. Also, make sure it has a computer interface cable and that it has
adequate software to monitor, log and graph your data. A wall wart style power supply is nice
too to prevent your batteries from expiring and unexpectedly stopping your data collection.
You won't need fast sampling to monitor spiral storm data but you do if you try to generate
aether waves depending on your source or to locate other unknown sources of aether also
depending on the source under investigation. For instance, if I was trying to sense UFOs
passing by I would want a sampling rate that would be at a very high rate of samples per
second.
This simple sensor tells us what things are essential to aether energies. CO2 is revealed to
be a very active ingredient to attract aether energy like an antenna for aether. CO2 is also
essential to all life forms indicating aether is the driving energy behind the life force. Spiral
shapes seem to act as an attracting antenna for aether also. Shapes like pyramids seem to
be also antenna-like to aether energies. I believe that aether can be regarded as a
fundamental energy like electricity and magnetism. Knowledge of the aether can yield untold
helpful technologies for the human race on planet Earth.
Surprisingly, information regarding other technologies that have emerged and that have since
disappeared or have been suppressed have also used these materials in like fashion to that
of this simple aether sensor.
Ancient pyramids employ the very key materials that this sensor does. Very similar to the
design of a simple storm glass barometer is the design of the common central subterranean
chamber and passageway found in many (dare I say all) ancient Pyramids. Some Egyptian
pyramids that are known to have this subterranean central chamber and passageway (akin to
the sphere and stem in storm glasses) are Zoser's Step Pyramid at Saqqara, the Meidum
Pyramid, the Bent Pyramid of Dahshur, the Red Pyramid at Dahshur, Khufu's Pyramid at Giza
(aka. The Great Pyramid and Cheops), Khafre's Pyramid at Giza and Mankaure's Pyramid at

Giza. Interestingly, these pyramids are found adjacent to the Nile river water source to
facilitate easier operation of these aether energy-collecting pyramids. Pyramids have some
common denominators that should be mentioned in the light of these identified dynamic
materials, particularly CO2 and water used as described in this simple aether sensor. Even
this simple aether sensor has shown us that carbon in the form of CO2 primarily is a basic
essential active ingredient to this aether technology. The carbon inherent in limestone in vast
proportions in the larger pyramids probably helps to amplify this collected aether also.

Were people like the Egyptians building these pyramids to generate elevated life energies
using concentrated aether energy collected by the Pyramids? Did the water in the pyramids
super saturate with aether energy then emit as life energy through the pyramid prism (stone,
like almost everything else is nearly transparent to aether energy)? Prisms also demand
polished surfaces like the pyramid exterior surfaces used to be. Could they rejuvenate their
bodies and be made young again using this manufactured supplemental life force? Is this
what caused the ancients to live hundreds of years? Immortality? Was aether energy used to
create the gravity energy needed to float the stones into position by levitation?

How can we reactivate pyramids? The investigations of many ancient pyramids reveal a
common feature. Pyramids have a central base chamber (commonly called a subterranean
chamber) with a passageway leading from the bottom part of the chamber to the exterior
above the base (very similar in design and function to the sphere and stem of the storm
glass).
If we were to fill that passageway with water, the chamber would fill to the height of the top of
the passageway in the chamber creating an “air pocket” in that chamber (just like it does in
the storm glass). It would become very humid in this air pocket creating an humid
atmosphere of evaporating water that would repeatedly condense onto the limestone surface
in the upper part of the chamber. Upon this water vapor touching the walls and ceiling of the
chamber water vapor will condense causing water to make contact and run down the walls
back to the lower liquid surface of the trapped reservoir. Capillary action of the limestone will
draw the condensed water vapor into the limestone walls and ceiling. The chemical
constituent of limestone is calcium carbonate (CaCO3). When calcium carbonate and water
mixes like this it naturally outgasses CO2. So that the air pocket becomes saturated with
CO2 much like the sensor does as described above making the air pocket into a CO2 and
water vapor atmosphere . Aether is attracted to that gaseous CO2 and water vapor mixture.
Aether is absorbed into the water by the condensation action of the aether-charged CO2 and
water vapor mixture and then radiates itself after super-saturation of the aether into the
chamber water. The aether energies, like properties of light, then propagates through the
shape of the pyramid and is modified by the pyramid shape much like the way light is
modified by a prism. In this way the aether is output directly from the pyramid into the
adjacent atmosphere.
If life force is the output, I will assume the frequency of the modified aether is resonant to the
life force in humans and helps to regenerate people living nearby (maybe for hundreds of
miles distant). It makes me wonder if there is an element of truth behind the legends of a
“fountain of youth”. In ancient times there were giants on the Earth too, that may have been a
side effect of their early longevity technology. Did they evolve their energy medicine
technology through to a working longevity technology through to an immortality technology?
Interestingly, boat pits have been found as a part of pyramid complexes. The perimeter walls
of those complexes may have been used to create a man made lake around some of the
pyramids (where the boats were found). Common to these complexes is also a structure in
between the complex and the Nile river. Was this used to fill the man-made lake around the
pyramids?
Also, the pyramids seem to always be oriented to the cardinal points of a compass. Could
that be because generally aether flows from west to east? In this orientation the prism-like
face would interact with the maximum amount of aether flowing through the face. This westeast aether transit begs the question: does the aether cause or contribute to Earth's rotation?
I should also mention that this CO2 gas and water mixture that was used for aether attraction
and storage of the aether energies in the pyramids was also utilized by another technology.
Wilhelm Reich utilized these components in his famous cloud-buster technology. He invented
the term “Orgone” energy, but we refer to it as aether energy in this article. He would channel
aether energy from clouds into the waveguide pipes that were attached to CO2 and water
mixture inherent in local natural water such as streams and underground water sources. So,

one end of his waveguide pipes would hold a CO2 atmosphere. The other end of the
waveguide pipes you would aim at a cloud. It stole the cloud's energy and dissolved the
cloud. Is the cloud's energy aether? Was it attracted and absorbed by the CO2 and water
atmosphere in the local water source at the end of the waveguide pipes? Also, story goes
that when he aimed the cloudbuster at two UFOs it made their lights dim and shimmer. This
version of the cloudbuster he named his “spacegun”. Shortly after this (1954) the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration threw him in jail where he died.
Another suppressed technology employing water, CO2 and spiral shapes was
discovered/invented by Viktor Schauberger. He made natural water form into spirals (artificial
rapids) as it moved. Most, if not all, natural waters contain some quantity of CO2 in the form
of dissolved gas. He found that the life energy grew in power by recirculating the water in
spiral paths utilizing rapids. The CO2 in the natural water spirals attracted aether and the
water collected and stored it. With this technology he was able to purify and enliven water
with the life force. Interestingly, the Nazi Bell (Die Glocke) during WWII was powered with an
antigravity engine that supposedly was a derivative of Schauberger's implosion technology
(the Schauberger Repulsine).
Yet another suppressed invention of late is something called a Joe Cell. A Joe Cell is a
stainless steel pot with nested stainless cylinders and water placed in it. The experimenters
go to great lengths to use the right kind of “natural water” to place into it before connecting the
center electrode with negative direct current and connecting the pot to positive direct current.
After 30 seconds of charging with direct current electricity an orgone (aether) energy is
supposed to develop and regenerate itself to the point of running an internal combustion
engine in a car on it. The aether is channeled into the carburetor where it is from that point
(and in an undisclosed concentration) used like gasoline, except that the timing is altered to
leverage implosion instead of the traditional explosion of gases in the engine cylinders. Water
would evaporate and condense in the cell during this process giving the water movement. In
Joe Cell technology, the burning of concentrated aether yields implosions that suck the
pistons upwards driving the engine. Interestingly too, there is a legend of Joe's car exhibiting
a slight levitation on at least one occasion.
Sentience. Anyone interested in AI (artificial intelligence) might explore the aether because
the aether, at times, has exhibited sentience. Dowsers ask the aether how deep is the water
and the aether (through the wands) answers. Joe Cell enthusiasts are sometimes plagued
with a non-cooperating charging force unless they perform some kind of ritual that they feel it
wants. Perhaps this sentience can be explored further to yield a new artificial mind.
Sometimes intelligent aether is in the root of knowing a thing that isn't logical to know. When
it doesn't make sense to know a truth or a lie we say that we “feel” something is true as in “it
rings true” but in that statement we are trying to come to terms with the kind of knowing that
has no apparent evidence or reason.
There is a possible secondary use of this aether charged water. Tesla has demonstrated that
his aether energies caused light, heat in addition to a state of well being (Tesla used his
generated aether energies to make himself feel well) depending upon the pps (pulses per
second) or pulse rate he was using. He could light up a room or warm it to his liking. There
are possible other ways to achieve this condition without the electrical oscillations that Tesla
commanded. The aether, according to Tesla, behaves like a super fine gas. If it is fine
enough, I believe that it can be modified to oscillate with some things that it passes through.

The lattice structure of various crystals should be able to modify its frequency similar to the
relationship of a cavity/waveguide to microwaves does. It should be able to do this without
electrical or magnetic dependence. Is that what the ancient crystal skulls that have been
found world wide did to the aether energies? Was this charged aether water bottled and sold
to the citizens of old like we sell and distribute batteries for special appliances to provide heat,
light and whatever else it can do?
No aether subject however would be complete without mention of its most prevalent “shape or
form attractor”: the spiral and its three dimensional variants, the vortex and the helix. I like to
call this attraction of the aether “spiral resonance”. In the natural world these shapes attract
aether energy and subtly convert them into child energies of electricity (as in tornadoes and
hurricanes and vortex shaped storms), magnetic field swirling, life energies (as in DNA,
fractal-like spiral constituents of many plants, seashells, claws, horns and many other
biological structures great and small), gravity (spiral galaxies, precession of planets with the
pull of natural satellites), etcetera.
An important take-away message from this simple aether sensor is that carbon dioxide is a
dynamic aether material that ultimately may alter other energies and matter in unnoticed and
unpredictable ways on our planet. Our accumulated primary green house gas is carbon
dioxide. The more CO2 we release into our atmosphere, the more effects we can expect to
experience. At the very least I expect we can experience stronger, more energetic hurricanes
and tornadoes. It can also, however directly affect life on our planet, earth's magnetism and
electric field and maybe even Earth's gravity. Tesla has demonstrated that electromagnetic
energy can alter the aether. With so much electromagnetic pollution generated by cell phone
towers, electrical distribution lines, wifi, etc. of our modern society we are constantly bathed in
a sea of electromagnetic radiation, I have to wonder what it is doing to the aether energies
called Life Force within all of us. There seems to be chronic disease everywhere.
I know that what I offer is a ridiculously simple aether sensor. No tools are required to use it.
However, it is true. It offers us all a window into a world we should have already progressed
into in terms of awareness and technologies. This simple sensor is to aether in the way that
the galvanometer was to electricity. Now that we have something that responds to the aether,
we have a chance of rapid development in many areas. More sophisticated, sensitive
versions could probably even sense life forces in lifeforms and probably sense earlier
beginnings of tornadoes and hurricanes that may provide for earlier warning systems. Now
that we can identify aether energies, maybe we can all participate as pioneers giving birth to a
profound aether science and helpful aether technologies that replace the polluting
technologies that are prevalent today. I think there exists an easy path to a gravitational
technology through aether as well. Maybe instead of the “electrogravitics” of Thomas
Townsend Brown we will soon be developing an “aethergravitics” technology. This and the
relationship between aether electricity and magnetism I intend to explore further. I hope that
you do too.
I am hopeful that aether science and technologies will develop as “open source” so that we
may all benefit from its development and not hinder or obstruct it through a single entity
“ownership” of the aether. I am also hopeful that when strong aether locations are identified
that we keep those locations open for public use worldwide and not be secured for the
exclusive use of military, government or corporations.
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